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Non-contact voltage and phase tester Habotest HT100P

Intelligent 2-in-1 Voltage and Phase Detector Habotest HT100P
This  non-contact  voltage  (NCV)  and  phase  detector  provides  precise  measurement  and  safe  use.  Equipped  with  LCD  display  and
sensitivity  adjustment  button -  it  is  very convenient  to  use.  It  offers  breakpoint  checking as  well  as  live and null  cable  detection,  and
automatically shuts off after 5 minutes of inactivity. The built-in LED flashlight will make your work easier. The unit is powered by 2 AAA
1.5V batteries.
 
Precision measurement
HT100P provides accurate, non-contact measurement. You can adjust its sensitivity with the built-in button. It measures voltage in the
range of 12-1000V. It also allows you to check the rotation of the 3 phase. The detector also detects break points. So it will prove itself in
many applications.
 
Function to detect live and null cables
The  detector  intelligently  detects live  and  null  cables,  and  is  equipped  with  a  dual  visual  and  audible  alarm.  Simply  place  the  device
against the surface of the cable. A green display and slow beep indicates an null cable. A red display and very fast alarm indicates an live
cable.
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Designed with user comfort and safety in mind
The clear LCD display will provide you with key information. The HT100P also has a built-in LED flashlight. Thanks to it you can use the
device even in dark rooms. You don't have to worry about the battery running out too fast if you forget to turn the detector off - it will
automatically stop working after 5 minutes of inactivity.
 
Small, handy, easy to transport
The device is compact, portable and convenient to use. Easy to reach buttons allow you to quickly and easily turn the detector on, off
and adjust sensitivity. An integrated clip allows you to attach the HT100P to clothing, bags or backpacks, for example, making it easy to
transport.
 
Brand
Habotest
Model
HT100P
Voltage detection range
High sensitivity: AC 12-1000V;Low sensitivity: AC 48-1000V
Shape of probe
Prolate
Frequency
50/60Hz
Alarm mode
Sound and light
Non-contact phase detection
Yes
Backlight
Red and green double color backlight
Live and neutral test
Yes
Signal intensity display
4-level bargraph
Signal intensity indication method
Sound: slow to fast;Backlight: green to red;Bargraph: low to high
Flashlight
Yes
Automatic shutdown
Yes, after 5 minutes of inactivity
Low battery indication
Yes
Power supply
2x AAA 1.5V batteries (included)
Weight
About 32g
Dimensions
157x27x23mm
Safety
EN61010-1,-2-030;EN61326-1, CAT III 1000V
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Price:

€ 11.00

Tools, Measuring tools, Electric meters
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